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Performance of VAMOS for reactions near the Coulomb barrier

S.Pullanhiotan, 1 M. Rejmund, A. Navin, W. Mittig, S. Bhattacharyya 2

Grand Accélérateur National d’Ions Lourds (GANIL), CEA/DSM - CNRS/IN2P3, Bd Henri Becquerel, BP 55027, F-14076 Caen, France.

Abstract

VAMOS (VAriable MOde Spectrometer) is a large solid angle ray-tracing spectrometer employing numerical methods for recon-
structing the particle trajectory. Complete identification of reaction products has been achieved by trajectory reconstruction.
Equipped with a versatile detection system, VAMOS is capable of identifying reaction products from diverse reactions using beams
at GANIL. The technique for trajectory reconstruction and its application for identifying reaction products are presented. The
angular acceptance of the spectrometer has been studied using Monte Carlo simulation by an ion optics code. The spectrometer
was coupled to the high efficiency EXOGAM γ-array to obtain γ-recoil coincidences for studying nuclei far from stability. The
main features of the spectrometer as well as some results applied to experiments in deep inelastic collisions are described.

Key words: Magnetic spectrometer, trajectory reconstruction, Particle Identification, Nuclear structure
PACS: 07.55.-w, 25.70.-z, 29.30.-h

1. Introduction

In recent years, new generation of magnetic spectrome-
ters [1,2,3] are playing crucial role in the study of nuclei
far from stability. These spectrometers classified as ”ray-
tracing spectrometers” have large solid angle and momen-
tum acceptance well suited for reactions with stable as well
as radioactive ion beams. The VAMOS spectrometer (VAri-
able MOde Spectrometer) [1] operating at GANIL is one
such large acceptance ray-tracing spectrometer, now being
extensively used for the identification of reaction products
in heavy ion collisions produced with both stable and ra-
dioactive ion beams from ISOL [4] and fragmentation fa-
cility at GANIL. The spectrometer has been designed to
cover a wide range of reactions such as elastic and inelastic
scattering, transfer, deep inelastic and fusion evaporation
reactions utilizing both the conventional and inverse kine-
matics. In inverse reactions (heavy projectile directed onto
light target) the recoils are kinematically focused in the for-
ward direction with a higher energy, which aids in improv-
ing their collection and detection efficiency. The nature and
kinematics of these diverse reactions demand a high perfor-
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mance device that accepts reaction products at large angles
and detect them efficiently at all range of accepted ener-
gies. The energy of the reaction products depends on the
kinematics and the detection system must be efficient and
sensitive to both slow moving heavy recoils and fast light
particles. To meet these requirements, the VAMOS spec-
trometer was built based on a unique design that combines
different modes of operation in a single device. Depending
upon the kinematics of the reaction, the operating mode of
VAMOS can be varied to optimize different experimental
requirements.

In the momentum dispersive mode of operation, the spec-
trometer selects and separates the reaction products at
the focal plane according to their momentum to charge
( p/q) ratio and their unique identification is achieved via
an event-by-event reconstruction of ion trajectory in the
magnetic fields. This eliminates the need for a position sen-
sitive detector (near the target) to reconstruct the scat-
tering angle and thus allows the spectrometer to be used
at 0◦. When operating as a velocity filter at zero degrees,
VAMOS physically separates the reaction products from
direct beam and transports them to the focal plane. This
flexibility combined with its large acceptance and versatile
detection system makes the spectrometer a unique device
to separate and uniquely identify the reaction products in
terms of A (mass number) and Z (proton number). The
spectrometer when coupled with the high efficiency γ de-
tector array EXOGAM [5] provides a powerful tool for the
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Figure 1. Schematic layout of VAMOS Spectrometer showing the
ion optical elements. The spectrometer is shown rotated to 35◦with
respect to beam direction and the detector system placed at an angle
of 45◦.

spectroscopy of very weak reaction channels. Using the re-
constructed velocity and emission angle at the target, the
coincident γ-rays are Doppler corrected resulting in better
resolution of the individual states in final nuclei [6]. In the
present manuscript we describe the performance of the VA-
MOS spectrometer and its detection system for selection
and identification of products in inverse kinematics from
deep inelastic reactions near the Coulomb barrier.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we de-
scribe the general design features of the spectrometer and
its specifications. An overview of the focal plane detection
system is given in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the
description of trajectory reconstruction, identification of
particles produced in deep inelastic transfer collisions and
also its application to the Doppler correction for coinci-
dent gamma rays. Finally in section 5 we discuss the results
on simulation studies on the spectrometer acceptance and
compare them with experimental data from quasi-elastic
scattering (elastic like).

2. VAMOS spectrometer at GANIL

2.1. Physical Description

The spectrometer, as shown schematically in Fig. 1, con-
sists of two large aperture magnetic quadrupoles at the
entrance, followed by an E × B Wien filter and a large
magnetic dipole. The first quadrupole which focuses in the
vertical plane has an opening of 30 cm diameter and a
magnetic length of 60 cm while the second quadrupole fo-
cuses in the horizontal plane(dispersive plane) is elliptical
in shape with 100 cm along the main axis (horizontal) and
a magnetic length of 90 cm. In the standard configuration,
the first quadrupole is placed at 40 cm from the target. A
unique feature of the spectrometer is that the momentum
dispersion at the detection plane can be varied depending
on the selected deflection angle (variable from 0◦ to 60◦)
of the dipole magnet. The Wien filter is generally used only
when the spectrometer operate as a recoil separator for
low energy fusion evaporation residues at 0◦. The filter has

Table 1
Operational features of VAMOS.

Horizontal Acceptance -125 mrad to +100 mrad

Vertical Acceptance ±160 mrad

Momentum Acceptance ±5 % (at 25 msr)

M/q resolution ∼ 0.6 %

Maximum rigidity Bρ 1.6 T-m

Deflection Angle θdipole 0◦ to 60◦ (Variable)

Flight Path length ∼760 cm

Target - Quadrupole distance 40 to 120 cm ( variable)

Angular rotation 0◦ to 60 ◦
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Figure 2. Calculated (x, θ) image at the image plane of VAMOS
showing overall effect of aberrations in position and angle. The figure
shows the final positions of the trajectories whose rigidity Bρ and
initial angles (θi, φi) are varied by 2% and 20 mrad respectivley.
The angles (θi, φi) are varied within the range of ±100 mrad and
Bρ within ±8%. The line across the figure represents the positions
of central rays with θi = 0.

an active volume of 100x100x15 cm3 with maximum elec-
tric field of 300kV(±150kV) applied across a gap of 100
cm along the dispersive plane and a maximum magnetic
field of 200 Gauss applied across the vertical plane. The
focal plane detectors are housed inside a vacuum chamber
which can be mounted at different orientations correspond-
ing to various deflection angles of the dipole magnet. The
magnets and the detector systems are mounted on two su-
perimposed platforms providing the flexibility of both the
rotation and linear motion of the spectrometer. The spec-
trometer can be rotated around the target from 0◦ to 60◦.
The linear motion allows to increase the distance of the
spectrograph from the target (40 cm to 120 cm) in order
to have more space for installing large ancillary detector
arrays around the target. The main operational features of
VAMOS spectrometer are summarized in Table 1.

2.2. Optics for the dispersive mode operation

In the dispersive mode, VAMOS operates as a traditional
QQD magnetic spectrometer in a momentum dispersion
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mode without the use of the Wien filter. The beam optics
of the two quadrupoles and magnetic dipole is configured
for a point to point focusing of particles at the focal plane
keeping the trajectories parallel in the Wien filter region.
The optical focal plane of the spectrometer is a tilted plane
with an inclination of 85◦ to the normal, making it difficult
to make any measurement using a single detector along the
focal plane. So for all practical purpose, the final coordi-
nates of the particles are determined on an ”image plane”
which is considered perpendicular to the reference trajec-
tory and is located midway between two tracking detectors.
The trajectory coordinates are determined on this image
plane by projecting the position and angle measurements
obtained from the tracking detectors. When the dipole de-
flection angle is set at 45◦, the dispersion at the image plane
is D ∼ 1.8 cm/% with a minimum focal plane size of ∼ 40
cm length required for a momentum acceptance of δP =
±10%. To first order, the length of the focal plane is given
by D×δP . The first order optics parameters also determine
the best possible momentum resolution Rp ∼ 10−3 which
is the ultimate limit achievable if all aberrations are cor-
rected or minimized. However, in VAMOS due to its large
phase space acceptance, higher order aberrations severely
affect the resolution and limit the acceptance significantly.
Even though some of the dominant geometrical aberra-
tions are minimized by a careful design of the pole shape
of the second quadrupole, with higher order corrections up
to fifth order, complete correction of aberrations cannot be
achieved by hardware methods alone. The ion optics calcu-
lation for VAMOS showed higher order aberrations causing
significant image alterations at the focal plane. An example
of the overall effect of aberrations in VAMOS can be seen
in Fig. 2 which shows the image of a set of trajectories cal-
culated by the ion optics code ZGOUBI [7]. In the figure,
the final angle θf is plotted as a function of the position
xf at the image plane corresponding to the dipole deflec-
tion angle of θdipole = 45◦. The calculations shown corre-
spond to the trajectories for a set of particles with rigidity
(Bρ) and initial angles (θi, φi), selected within the range
of ∆Bρ = ±8%, ∆θi, ∆φi = ±100 mrad, and varied by
2% and 20 mrad respectively. The plot shows trajectories
of particles having the same magnetic rigidity but differ-
ent angles(θi, φi) crossing the image plane at different po-
sitions. It is evident that a unique determination of Bρ and
the scattering angle at the target is not directly possible
by a position measurement alone. Hence trajectory recon-
struction is an absolute necessity to determine the particle
momentum. The description of the trajectory reconstruc-
tion and identification method is presented in section 4.

3. Detection system for VAMOS

3.1. Focal plane detector setup

Reactions around the Coulomb barrier produce a large
number of different nuclei and a unique identification re-
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Figure 3. Schematic view of a typical VAMOS focal plane detection
setup used in quasi elastic reactions. The coordinate system used in
the description of a trajectory is also shown.

quires determination of their mass M , atomic number Z,
charge state q, and energy E. Additionally, to reconstruct
the ion trajectory from the measured final positions and an-
gles, two-dimensional position sensitive tracking detectors
with good resolution are required. The VAMOS detection
setup uses a combination of detectors at the focal plane
measuring position (x, y), energy loss (∆E), energy(E) and
time of flight (TOF ) parameters.

A schematic view of the VAMOS focal plane detection
system is shown in Fig. 3. The x, y position coordinates
along the trajectory are measured at two planes (perpen-
dicular to the reference trajectory). A pair of identical drift
chambers [8] (DC) separated by one meter measures the
horizontal (x) and transverse (y) positions of the particles.
The drift chambers have discrete pads across the dispersive
plane which measure the x coordinate from the positions of
the pads on which the induced charges are collected, while
the y position is determined from the drift time of electrons
reaching the anode wire of the chamber. The measured x, y
coordinates at two planes are then used to compute the an-
gles of trajectory and its projection onto an ”image plane”
located in between the two drift chambers. The computed
position and angle coordinates at the image plane are used
for trajectory reconstruction on an event-by-event basis. A
large area secondary electron detector (SED) [10] mounted
behind the first drift chamber is used to obtain a high res-
olution time (300 ps) reference and trigger signal. The sec-
ond drift chamber is followed by a 30 cm deep segmented
anode ionization chamber(IC) which measures the differ-
ential energy loss (∆E) of the particles. An array of silicon
detectors mounted behind the ionization chamber is used
to stop the particles and provide access to the residual en-
ergy (E) and also an additional time reference. The energy
loss and residual energy information are used to identify
the charge (Z) of the recoils. The time of flight (TOF ) is
recorded between the beam pulse (RF) and timing from
the SED and/or silicon detectors. In experiments where
low energy( E < 2 MeV/u) heavy ions are to be detected,
the two drift chambers are replaced by two identical SEDs
which provide both positions (x, y) and timing information
with an effective detector thickness of only 150 µgm/cm2

of mylar.
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Figure 4. a) Schematic drawing of the drift chamber, b) Segmented
cathode showing individual pads. Only a few of the total of 128 pads
on two rows are drawn for clarity.

3.1.1. Drift chambers

Both drift chambers [8] are of the same size having an ac-
tive volume of 41×11×10cm3. A schematic drawing of the
drift chamber is shown in Fig. 4. The DC consist of a drift
region and an amplification region. The drift region is the
active part containing the filling gas where primary ioniza-
tion occurs. It has a cathode made of a copper plated plane
glass epoxy electrode and a Frisch wire grid that separates
the drift space from an amplification region. A uniform elec-
tric field is created within the drift region using graded po-
tential distribution electrodes along the field direction. The
amplification region has a proportional counter consisting
of a wire plane electrode fixed between the Frisch grid and
a segmented cathode plane. Positive high voltage is applied
to the anode wire plane (10 gold plated tungsten wires of
20 µm size with 10 mm spacing, fixed 20 mm apart from
Frisch grid). The Frisch grid is made of 50µm Cu-Be field
wires fixed 2 mm spaced, perpendicular to beam direction.
Both the Frisch grid and the segmented cathode are kept
at ground potential. The segmented cathode plane consists
of two symmetrical planes each further subdivided into 64
separate pads with independent signal readouts. The pads
are made of gold plated strips 6 mm wide at a pitch of 6.5
mm along the dispersive direction. To reduce the non lin-
earity of the position measurement in between the strips,
the two cathode planes are offset by half a strip. All 128
pads are read out individually using GASSIPLEX [9] front-
end boards. The detector filled with isobutane gas, is gen-
erally operated at 13 mbar pressure with a voltage of -500V
on cathode and +450V on the amplification wires respec-
tively. Entrance and exit mylar windows (0.9 µm thick) are
used on both sides to isolate the gas from the high vacuum
region.

When a particle passes through the DC detector the elec-
trons produced in the ionization process drift towards the

amplification wires where they are multiplied and collected.
The fast signal from the wire provides the time of arrival of
the electrons. At the same time the avalanche induces a sig-
nal on nearby cathode pads. A Gaussian fit applied to the
charge distribution determines the horizontal (x) position
coordinate of the trajectory. The position coordinate (y) in
the vertical (non dispersive) plane is determined from the
time difference between a reference time t0 and the time t
taken by the electrons to reach the wires. The reference time
t0 is provided by the master trigger (timing from SED or
Silicon). The y coordinate is determined from the relation
y = v× (t− t0) where v is the drift velocity of the electrons
(∼ 50 mm/µs) in the gas. The chambers provide a position
resolution of 0.3 and 1 mm (FWHM) for x, y respectively.

3.1.2. Secondary Electron Detector SED

The SED detector developed for VAMOS is a large area
position sensitive foil detector with a low pressure propor-
tional gas counter as a secondary electron detector [10].
It consists of an aluminized mylar foil of active area 40 x
15 cm2 mounted at 45◦ to the particle trajectory. Sec-
ondary electrons emitted from the foil are accelerated by a
10 KV potential between the foil and the grid and detected
by a gas counter. They are refocused by a parallel magnetic
field. The magnetic field is adjusted to have one cyclotron
oscillation between the foil and the counter. The signal in-
duced on the position sensing electrodes of the proportional
counter are readout individually to localize the avalanche
allowing a two dimensional position measurement. The fast
timing (300 ps) signal from the detector is used as the mas-
ter trigger for events at the focal plane.

3.1.3. Ionization chamber

The ionization chamber (IC) measures the energy loss
of the particles passing through it. It is based on the stan-
dard IC design [11] consisting of a segmented anode, Frisch
grid and cathode. The anode is divided into two sections
along the flight path of the particle. Each section is fur-
ther segmented into seven pads across the focal plane. The
signal from each pad is processed individually by a charge
sensitive preamplifier having a typical gain of 20mV/pC
mounted directly on the detector board. The anode seg-
mentation along the trajectory is fixed at 10 and 20 cm for
the first and second section respectively. The 14 pads on
the anode are materialized on a double sided printed cir-
cuit boards of 3.2 mm thickness. The Frisch grid is made
of 100 µm Be-Cu wire of 1 mm spacing fixed at 15 cm
from the cathode. The cathode is made of a polished metal
plate and a uniform electric field is maintained between the
Frisch grid and cathode using a series of strip electrodes
along each side of the detector. The IC has 1.5 µm thick
mylar window of size 40 cm x 12 cm at its entrance while
the exit port is directly coupled to the Silicon wall. For par-
ticles with higher energy (E > 2 MeV/u) the detector is
normally operated with isobutane gas at a pressure of 40
mbar.
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3.1.4. Silicon Wall.

At the end of the spectrometer, the particles are fully
stopped in an array of Silicon detectors. The array consists
of 21 Silicon detectors arranged in 3x7 matrix covering the
active area of the image plane ( 40 x 15 cm2). Each Silicon
is a 500 µm thick detector of dimension 7 x 5 cm. The detec-
tors are mounted on a glass epoxy board in a close packed
geometry minimizing dead gaps. Each detector is directly
connected to its charge sensitive pre-amplifier mounted on
the boards. The whole detector array is mounted inside
the same focal plane chamber box housing the ionization
chamber electrodes avoiding the exit window for the IC.

3.1.5. Signal readout electronics

The signal readout for the 128 pads in each drift cham-
ber is based on 4 ASIC GASSIPLEX chips, each of which
has 32 analog input channels and one multiplexed analog
output. Each analog channel consists of one charge sensi-
tive low noise pre-amplifier, a shaping amplifier and a track
and hold stage. The track and hold signal is provided by the
wire signal. For each channel the collected charge is con-
verted into voltage which is multiplexed in the output and
fed to a fast analog to digital converter(ADC)(CAEN C-
RAM system). To cover the full dynamic range, the shaping
time and gain of the channel is set to 0.5µs and 12mV/fC
respectively. The readout system for the two drift cham-
bers consists of 4 CAEN CRAMS modules and two CRAM
sequencers (CAEN V551B). Each C-RAM module has two
ADC inputs each of which converts the output of 32 analog
channels within a conversion time of 16µs. For data acquisi-
tion, the master event trigger is provided by the fast timing
signal from the SED detector or in some cases from the Sil-
icon detector. The analog signals from other detectors are
processed through standard NIM electronics consisting of
pre-amplifiers, amplifiers and discriminators. The signals
are digitized by ADCs and collected event-by-event using
the VME based standard data acquisition system [12] at
GANIL.

4. Event Reconstruction and Particle

Identification

4.1. Trajectory reconstruction

Trajectory reconstruction in magnetic spectrometers
have been used to correct for higher order aberrations and
thereby improve the momentum resolution [13,14]. Spec-
trometers employing such techniques are often called as
”software” spectrometers requiring the particle momen-
tum and scattering angles to be determined by software
reconstruction from the measured coordinates on the focal
plane. The technique involves an accurate measurement
of final position and angle, and retroactively reconstructs
the full trajectory of the particles through the electric and
magnetic fields using software algorithms. Generally such
algorithms use complex mathematical transformation ma-

trices to map the measured coordinates at the focal plane
back to the target. The transformation matrix depends on
the optical properties of the spectrometer and also require
a precise knowledge of the transport of particles through
the magnetic system. Two different approaches have been
used in literature for the reconstruction algorithm. One is
based on the computation of the inverse transfer map of
an arbitrary order using COSY INFINITY [15] while the
other is based on a numerical method using ray-tracing
and polynomial parametrization (MOTER) [16]. In the
case of VAMOS, we use a numerical method similar to
MOTER but with a different approach for the polynomial
parametrization. The technique uses extensive ray-tracing
of particles through the spectrometer, mapping the full
acceptance phase space and building a database of these
particle coordinates. The reverse mapping of the coordi-
nates is obtained by expressing the nonlinear map as a
polynomial function. To generate the database for particle
coordinates, particle trajectories are simulated through
the magnetic field system using the ion optical ray-tracing
code ZGOUBI [7]. This is achieved as follows.

To determine the trajectory of a particle along the spec-
trometer, we use the standard ion optics formalism [17] in
which each particle state is characterized by a six param-
eter vector (x, θ, y, φ, l, δ) described relative to a reference
trajectory whose momentum p0 is used to set the magnetic
field strength. For a given arbitrary trajectory, the param-
eters x and y correspond to two transverse distances from
the reference trajectory (see Fig. 3), θ is the angle between
the z-axis and the projection of the velocity vector of the
trajectory on the xz plane (symmetry plane), φ refers to
the angle between the velocity vector and its projection on
the xz plane, δ = (p−p0)/p0 defines the fractional momen-
tum deviation from the reference momentum and l the dif-
ference in path length between the given and the reference
trajectory. For ray-tracing purposes, a set of 20000 parti-
cles is prepared in the initial phase space starting at the
origin x, y = 0 (considering a well focused beam, the initial
coordinates are set zero) with well defined angle (θ, φ) and
momentum deviation (δ). These were generated by binning
the initial phase space parameters θ, φ, δ into 20000 vec-
tors each corresponding to a trajectory defined by unique
(θ, φ, δ) values. These vectors fill a maximum angular and
momentum acceptance of the spectrometer defined within
the range ∆θ, ∆φ = ±160 mrad and δ = ±10%. The tra-
jectories of the particles were simulated through VAMOS
electromagnetic model using code ZGOUBI. Realistic field
descriptions for each magnetic element are considered in
the calculation by incorporating the 3D field maps gener-
ated using electromagnetic computation code TOSCA [18].
The code ZGOUBI traces a particle through a system of
magnetic fields and calculates the final coordinates numer-
ically by integrating the equation of motion in a magnetic
field. The final coordinates of the trajectories are calcu-
lated on the ”image plane ” chosen between the two drift
chambers and located 760 cm from the target. For each
trajectory, its initial input parameters (θi, φi, δ) and its fi-
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nal calculated parameters (xf , θf , yf , φf , l), are stored in
an output file. The subscript ′i′ and ′f ′ here refers to the
parameters corresponding to initial and final phase space
respectively. From the set of data generated from 20000
trajectories, the reverse map is determined numerically us-
ing a fitting procedure. This procedure computes the trans-
formation of coordinates by expressing the initial parame-
ters as a multivariate polynomial function of the four final
parameters(xf , θf , yf , φf ) as outlined below.

For each transmitted trajectory the parameters that are
to be reconstructed are expressed as a set of four indepen-
dent non-linear functions:

δ = F1(xf , θf , yf , φf )

θi = F2(xf , θf , yf , φf )

φi = F3(xf , θf , yf , φf )

l = F4(xf , θf , yf , φf )

(1)

The four non-linear transfer functions ’F ’ in the above
equations is expressed as a 7th order polynomial of four vari-
ables (xf , θf , yf , φf ). It has been found that the inclusion
of higher order coefficients did not significantly improve the
resolution.

As an example, the expression for δ reads:

δ =

i+j+k+l=7∑
i,j,k,l=0

Cijkl xi
fθj

fyk
fφl

f (2)

where the coefficients Cijkl are related to the proper-
ties of the inverse transfer map of the system. Due to mid
plane symmetry in the system, the coefficients in Eq. 2 are
null for odd values of k + l and only the remaining rele-
vant 150 coefficients are considered for reconstructing the
δ parameter. Writing Eq. 2 for each trajectory define a set
of linear equations corresponding to data points spanning
the full space space. The unknown coefficients Cijkl are de-
termined numerically. A program was developed for this
purpose which determines the best converged solution by
fitting the polynomial expression to the set of trajectories
computed by ZGOUBI in an iterative procedure. A similar
procedure is applied to the other three parameters θi, φi

and l, extracting the full set of coefficients corresponding
to each reconstructed parameter. It is to be noted that for
the parameter φi, the coefficients are null when k + l is
even. Once the Cijkl coefficients are determined, they are
passed to the reconstruction algorithm in order to map the
measured final coordinates data on an event by event basis.
Since the algorithm is independent of any optics code once
the coefficients are fixed, it can easily be adopted in both
on-line and offline event identification. To further improve
upon the existing method, an alternate reconstruction pro-
cedure using piecewise polynomials of lower order has also
been tested [19].
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Figure 5. Flow chart showing the identification algorithm. Part a)
shows the reconstruction from measured x, y positions from the two
drift chambers. Each drift chamber gives two values of x, from the two
segments of PADs, and one y position measurement. Part b) shows
the steps along the identification procedure correlating measured
quantities and reconstructed parameters.

4.2. Identification

For a complete identification of the reaction products, the
following basic relation between Bρ, the measured quanti-
ties (E, TOF ) and particle characteristics ( mass number
M , velocity v and atomic charge state q) are used.

M

q
=

Bρ

3.105 × β

M =
2Etot

931.5× β2

(3)

where Etot is the total energy in MeV, Bρ in T-m, and
β = v/c. An event by event particle identification is thus
obtained through the following steps.

a) Determine the four parameters xf , θf , yf , φf from
measurements by the two drift chambers.

b) Reconstruct Bρ, the initial angles θi, φi and the path
length l from the above four parameters.

c) Determine the velocity v from the measured TOF and
reconstructed l, using v = l

TOF
.

d) Determine M
q

and Mass(M) using Eq. 3.

e) Determine the ionic charge q from M and M
q

.

f) Identify the atomic number Z based on the measure-
ment of the energy loss ∆E and energy E.

A flow chart of the above procedure is shown in Fig. 5.
It is implemented as a standard C++/FORTRAN subrou-
tines in data analysis code.

4.3. Applications to the identification of products formed

in deep inelastic transfer reactions

In the following part we show the results of the trajec-
tory reconstruction and identification method applied to
the data of a recent measurement [6], demonstrating the
unique capability of the VAMOS spectrometer for identi-
fying weak reaction channels. The aim of the experiment
was to study the evolution of shell structure in neutron
rich nuclei around N = 34 produced in deep inelastic re-
actions. The experimental setup consisted of the VAMOS
spectrometer coupled to the high efficiency γ-detector ar-
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in the focal plane.

ray EXOGAM allowing the measurement of coincident γ-
rays of the residues.

The experiment was performed with a 238U beam at 1.31
GeV bombarding an isotopically enriched 1 mg/cm2 thick
48Ca target. Target like recoils resulting from deep inelastic
transfer were detected and identified by VAMOS. The spec-
trometer was rotated to 35◦ (around the calculated graz-
ing angle) with respect to the beam direction. The primary
beam with an intensity of 2 pnA (particle nanoampere)
current after striking the target was stopped in the Fara-
day cup at zero degree behind the first quadrupole. The
spectrometer was operated in the momentum dispersive
mode with maximum acceptance covering reaction prod-
ucts emitted within the range Θlab = 28◦ to 41◦. After a
series of Bρ scans, the magnetic field were set for select-
ing mass M = 52 with charge state q = 19+ and energy
E = 430MeV optimizing the detection of 52Ca like prod-
ucts at the image plane. The products were detected using
the standard detection system (see Fig. 3) as described be-
fore. The time of flight was recorded between the beam fre-
quency and the SED as well as between SED and the silicon
array. Thus the reaction products were characterized by an
event by event measurement of x, y, θ, φ ,∆E, E and TOF .
Signals from all the silicon detectors and ionization cham-
ber pads were initially gain matched in energy and time us-
ing a pulse generator and in-beam calibrations using both
the direct beam and elastic recoils. Timing signals from the
SED detector were used as the master event trigger. All
detector signals were processed using standard NIM and
VME electronics and were collected event-by-event using
the GANIL data acquisition system which was set up to
run in master-slave configuration recording both VAMOS
and EXOGAM events within a common dead-time [12].

The trajectory parameters xf , yf , θf , φf of each detected
particle were determined by projecting the data from the
drift chambers on the image plane. Fig. 6 shows the result-
ing image displaying the angle θf plotted as a function of
the position coordinate xf . The reconstruction procedure is
then applied to the data in order to determine the magnetic
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Figure 7. a) Spectrum showing correlation between mass (M) and
mass over charge (M/q). The data shown here correspond to one
Silicon detector. b) Identification plot of ∆E plotted as a function of
M/q showing unambiguous identification of products. The spectrum
shown here is generated by gating on one particular charge state
q = 22.
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Figure 8. Mass spectrum for the Chromium element (Z = 24). The
FWHM corresponds to a mass resolution of 1/165.

rigidity Bρ, path length l and initial angles (θi, φi) of the
reaction products on an event by event basis. Unique iden-
tification in terms of M and Z is finally achieved according
to the scheme of Fig. 5. The resulting identification spectra
from this experiment is shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7a shows
a two dimensional image of mass M plotted as a function
of mass over charge (M/q). The bands clearly seen in the
figure correspond to different charge states accepted by the
spectrometer. The data shown here are those collected by
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Figure 9. a) γ-ray energy spectrum in coincidence with 50Ca se-
lected and identified by VAMOS. The full (gray) line corresponds
to Doppler corrected (uncorrected) spectrum. b) The measured ve-
locity distribution in VAMOS of the 50Ca fragments. c) The yield
of the gamma rays from the 50Ca fragments as a function of angle
between the detected gamma ray and the 50Ca ion.

one silicon detector covering only a small region of the im-
age plane. Similar results were obtained for using the other
Si detectors. Masses belonging to different nuclei are seen
to be well separated making distinct identification possible.
By selecting a software gate on a particular charge state
and combining the energy loss ∆E signal with the mass
over charge (M/q), masses corresponding to particular el-
ements are identified as shown in Fig. 7b. The spectrum in
Fig. 7b is generated by putting a gate on q = 22 showing
(Z, A) identification of target like residues with Z ≥ 22. By
projecting the data selected for a particular Z, the corre-
sponding mass spectrum can be obtained. One example of
such a mass spectrum for the Chromium isotopes is shown
in Fig. 8. The mass resolution achieved in this experiment
was ∆M

M
∼ 1

165
. It was limited mainly by the accuracy of

the TOF measurement. All these measurements were done
with a TOF resolution of ∼ 1 ns mainly limited by the
beam frequency (RF).

The coincident prompt γ rays corresponding to identi-
fied fragments were detected using the EXOGAM detector
array consisting of 11 segmented clover detectors in a close
packed geometry at 11.4 cm from the target. Eight detec-
tors were placed at 90◦ and three at 135◦ with respect to
the central angle in VAMOS. Each electrical segment of
a clover detector subtended an angle of ∼ 5.1◦. The par-
tial Compton suppression as opposed to the full Compton
suppression configuration (minimum distance 14.7 cm) was
preferred so as to maximize the efficiency. The total effi-
ciency of the 11 clover array has been measured to be ∼

9 % at 1.33 MeV using addback mode (summing the en-
ergy signal from neighboring individual crystals firing in an
event). Particle-gamma coincident data permitted to select
the γ-rays belonging to one particular nucleus by setting
appropriate gates on Z and mass M . Fig. 9a shows the γ-

spectrum obtained in coincidence with 50Ca selected and
identified in VAMOS as explained earlier. γ-rays belonging
to other neutron rich nuclei, ranging from Ar to Fe, have
also been identified for the first time in the present exper-
iment and will be reported elsewhere. It should be noted
that, despite the high velocity of the recoils (β ∼ 0.14), the
finally achieved resolution of the gamma rays energy cru-
cially relies on the event by event Doppler correction using
the reconstructed velocity and emission angles of the parti-
cle as given by VAMOS. Measurements of the level scheme
of 48Ar, where the only earlier information was its half-
live, were also possible due to this unique combination of
the EXOGAM and VAMOS. These results illustrates that
significant enhancement in selectivity can be achieved by
coupling VAMOS and EXOGAM together. Further details
of some of the experimental results can be found in Ref. [6].

5. Acceptance of VAMOS

The transmission of reaction products through the spec-
trometer depends on both, the reaction kinematics and the
maximum acceptance of the spectrometer. The reaction
kinematics define the angle and momentum distribution of
the particles entering the spectrometer whereas the accep-
tance put the limit on the range of angle and momentum
that can be transmitted by the spectrometer without loss.
For a fixed setting of the magnet, the spectrometer trans-
mits particles within a limited range of angle and momen-
tum around the central value. The spectrometer acceptance
(accepted momentum and angular range) depends on the
ion optical features and the mechanical constraints such as
magnetic apertures, detector size, slits and vacuum pipes
in the system. Ion optical calculation shows that, the trans-
mission of particles through VAMOS is non-uniform across
its accepted range of angles and momentum. In this sec-
tion we discuss the results of the Monte Carlo simulations
performed to estimate the acceptance of the spectrometer
and its application to data from a quasi elastic scattering
experiment at an energy near the Coulomb barrier.

We have performed a comprehensive study of the trans-
mission of particles through VAMOS by simulating the
trajectory of the particles inside spectrometer using the
ZGOUBI code. The input to the code contained the de-
scription of ion optical elements, field maps, positioning of
mechanical apertures, detector configuration and a set of
incoming particles. The latter have been chosen to have a
uniform distribution within the initial θ, φ, δ phase space.
More than 600,000 trajectories were sampled within an in-
put range of ∆θ, ∆φ = ±200 mrad (exceeding the angular
aperture of the spectrometer) and δ = ±20%. The calcula-
tion was performed with existing detector size that limits
the trajectories. The analysis of the trajectory computed by
ZGOUBI determines whether a particle characterized by a
particular combination of θ, φ, δ reaches the detectors or,
it is lost in transport. For a given setting of the spectrome-
ter, the ratio of the number of particles reaching the detec-
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Figure 10. Relative rigidity plotted as a function of angle θ (horizontal
plane) at various vertical angle φ.
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tor to the number of incoming particles determines the to-
tal transmission through the spectrometer. Recording the
rigidity and initial angles for each transmitted particle, an
acceptance map was generated as displayed in Fig. 10. The
figure shows the accepted range of relative rigidity plot-
ted as a function of the angle accepted in horizontal plane.
Fig. 10a-d shows the variation of the acceptance across the
vertical plane (corresponding to different φ) of the spec-
trometer. The arbitrary shape of the two dimensional sur-
face ( which is a measure of the acceptance) and its varia-
tion across the vertical plane implies that, the transmission
is non-uniform and vary strongly as a function of rigidity
and angle.

In Fig. 11, the same data is shown plotted with the range
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Figure 12. Effective solid angle(msr) of VAMOS as a function of
relative rigidity. The solid angle is obtained by integrating over the
range of accepted angles θ and φ.

of vertical angles as a function of the horizontal angle for
three different rigidity values (Bρ = Bρ0, Bρ = 0.95Bρ0

and Bρ = 1.05Bρ0). It shows the effective solid angle (the
area integrated over the range of input angles) varying non-
uniformly as a function of rigidity. It is evident that, for any
reaction measurement using VAMOS, the measured counts
would be influenced by the variation in effective solid angle
and the results needs to be corrected accordingly. Since
there is no functional formula describing the dependence of
solid angle as a function of rigidity, the experimental data
needs to be sorted and corrected on event-by-event basis
taking into account the solid angle limits. This could be
achieved by binning the data into finite steps of Bρ and θ,
and correcting the effective solid angle for each bin on an
event-by-event basis. The effective solid angle for a given
magnetic rigidity is determined from the limits of horizontal
and vertical angles accepted by the spectrometer using the
relation

∆Ω =

θ2∫

θ1

sin θdθ

φ2∫

φ1

dφ (4)

where the integration is performed over the limits of θ
angular bin size and the φ acceptance limit. By repeating
the same procedure for all accepted rigidities, an effective
solid angle curve has been built, the result of which is shown
in Fig 12. The figure shows how the effective solid angle
(integrated over the accepted range of angles) for VAMOS
varies as a function of relative rigidity of the particle.

To illustrate the effect of transmission loss on reaction
measurement, a computer program was developed to simu-
late the angular distribution of particles in laboratory sys-
tem. The simulation utilizes particles with an isotropic dis-
tribution of angles, select randomly and trace them through
optical configuration of spectrometer set at 35◦. For each
particles reaching the image plane, its rigidity and initial
angles were recorded and an intensity pattern was built.
The resulting angular distribution is displayed in Fig. 13,
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Figure 14. Two dimensional plot showing θLab plotted as a function
of Bρ. a) Experimental data corresponding to scattered 58Ni target
recoils. The various bands correspond to different charge states of
the products accepted in a single setting of VAMOS. b) Result of the
simulation taking into account the acceptance cut of spectrometer,
see the text. A Gaussian distribution of charge state is considered
in simulation.

which shows non-isotropic distribution due to intensity loss
of particles in spectrometer.

To check the validity of this calculation, this method
was applied to test the data from a recent elastic scat-
tering experiment. The experiment was performed using
a 238U beam at 1.31 GeV impinging on a 1 mg/cm2 58Ni

target. The spectrometer was rotated by 35◦ with respect
to beam direction, and set for selecting elastic 58Ni recoils
with charge state q = 26. For each detected particle, the
magnetic rigidity and scattering angle were determined ac-
cording to the reconstruction method detailed in section 4.
Fig. 14a shows the measured angular distribution of the
58Ni recoils plotted as a function of relative rigidity. In one
setting of the spectrometer, particles scattered in the an-
gular range from Θlab = 28◦ to Θlab = 41◦ are accepted
by the spectrometer. As can be seen in the figure, the an-
gular distribution shows fragmented into many bands cor-
responding to various populated charge states. The spec-
trum shows seven charge states of the recoils accepted by
VAMOS. The narrow gaps ( seen along the Y axis) in the
experimental data corresponds to the missing counts due
to the gaps in silicon detector arrays. In Fig 14b, simi-
lar results from the Monte Carlo simulation is displayed.
The simulation program consisted two parts: the kinemat-
ics for elastic scattering and the application of VAMOS
acceptance cuts to the data. Using scattering kinematics,
the program determine the scattering angle and magnetic
rigidity of the particles, and distributes them in spectrome-
ter coordinates θ, φ, Bρ. The program assumed a Gaussian
distribution of charge states for the particles. For each sim-
ulated particle, its Bρ, θ, φ values are compared with the
limits of VAMOS acceptance and an event is accepted if it
falls within the acceptance limit of the spectrometer. The
angular distribution of the accepted events is shown in Fig
14b. The results of the simulation also showed intensity dis-
tribution with different bands of charge states similar to
the experimental results. The simulations did not include
the detailed geometry of the Si detectors. The close agree-
ment between the simulation and the measurement gives
us the confidence in using the calculated acceptance map
for correcting experimental data. By using experimentally
measured charge state distribution and applying correction
to the data to take care of the intensity loss, the spectrom-
eter can be used for reaction measurement.

5.1. Effect of Detector size on Acceptance.

A detailed investigation of the acceptance property of
VAMOS has shown that, the present detectors with a hor-
izontal size of 40 cm is causing sharp discontinuity on the
lower part of the Bρ acceptance (See Fig 12). A significant
improvement in Bρ and θ acceptance can be achieved by
doubling the size of the detectors along the dispersive di-
rection. Particles having lower rigidity entering the spec-
trometer with positive angle (θ) will be counted by larger
size detector which otherwise would have been lost as is the
case with the present setup. Calculation also showed that,
not much gain to be achieved on the vertical side, as the
vertical acceptance already reached the maximum limit set
by the dipole gap. With these observations, it is proposed
to build a set of larger detectors in the future.
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6. Conclusions

We have presented the performance of the wide ac-
ceptance VAMOS spectrometer at GANIL. A numerical
method for trajectory reconstruction has been developed
and applied successfully to identify reaction products. The
spectrometer acceptance has been studied by simulating
the trajectory of the particle inside the magnets using an
ion optical code. The large acceptance with ray-tracing
capability and good identification properties make the
spectrometer a versatile instrument for selecting exotic
reaction channels in nuclear reactions. VAMOS coupled
with EXOGAM detector array has been used for the inves-
tigation of spectroscopy of neutron rich nuclei produced
in deep inelastic reactions. Using reconstructed velocity
and angles of the recoiling nucleus, Doppler correction of
gamma rays of individual nuclei could be applied enhanc-
ing the detection sensitivity of the setup.
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